
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS - THE PERMANENT SOLUTION

CASE STUDY: PERMANENT PAVEMENTS

69-YEAR-OLD AIRPORT CONCRETE 
PAVEMENT HOLDS 95 PCI

The apron of the Brunswick-Golden Isles Airport (BQK) in Glynn County, GA, was constructed 
in June of 1953 and boasts a 95 pavement condition index (PCI; on a 0-100 scale) measured 
as recently as 2018. This regional airport is adjacent to a deep-water port and serves as a vital 
connection point for business travel, plane repair and tourism. With exceptional performance 
metrics, this permanent pavement is only scheduled for preventative maintenance, and 
authorities plan to depend on the concrete for years to come. 

The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) 
estimated that the Brunswick-Golden Isles Airport generates 
nearly $155 million in economic activity annually, supports 
over 1,600 jobs and serves as a vital regional connection 
for local business. BQK’s apron was completed on June 2, 
1953, when the U.S. Navy owned the airfield. The pavement 
has undergone no major maintenance or repair since its 
construction, lasting three and a half times longer than its 
design life. The 10-inch concrete pavement was built atop 
6 inches of stabilized subbase with 12.5-by-15-foot panels, 
similar to modern specifications. Over the last 69 years, 
BQK has been steadfast in serving approximately 28,000 
operations annually, including thrice daily flights to Atlanta 
Hartsfield-Jackson airport, two maintenance and repair 
operations (MROs) and a high volume of private flights 
from both small and commercial aircraft. 

According to a 2019 Work History Report published by 
GDOT, the concrete apron was not touched between 1953 
and 2006, then routine preventative maintenance of joint-
sealing and partial-depth patching was applied. The 
records indicate that in addition to the apron, a concrete 
runway and taxiway had also been constructed in 1953 
and were in active service until they were replaced in 2014, 
meaning the concrete pavement had performed for 61 
years. Going on seven decades, the concrete apron at BQK 
has seen an adjacent runway receive four asphalt overlays 

at an average of every 17 years. The investment made into 
concrete pavement for the Brunswick-Golden Isles Airport 
has paid dividends. 

DURABILITY IS KEY TO SUSTAINABILITY

The engineers who designed the BQK apron in 1953 were 
not concerned about the carbon intensity of the pavement, 
but the choice they made to use concrete delivered a 
sustainable result. Georgia has been hit by 66 hurricanes 
and many other extreme weather/inundation events 
while the concrete apron has been in service. By avoiding 
the environmental and economic costs associated with 
rebuilding the pavement, the concrete apron has proved 
to be a resilient and sustainable asset to Brunswick-Golden 
Isles Airport.and will continue to do so well into the future. 

KEY BENEFITS
• Holds an exceptional 95 PCI after nearly 

seven decades of service
• Saved taxpayer dollars by serving its 

purpose with minimal repairs 
• Conserved resources by not needing 

reconstruction or replacement 
• Freed up resources to pursue infrastructure 

projects in other parts of the region without 
sacrificing performance at BQK

The Brunswick-Golden Isles Airport is expected to handle more than 33,259 annual flights by 2035 and 
already supports 1,600 jobs


